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We analyze the sensitivity of a climatological model with respect to small
changes in one of the distinguished parameters: the solar constant. We start by
proving the stabilization of solutions of the evolution model when time tends to
infinity. Later, we study the stationary problem and obtain uniqueness or a
multiplicity of solutions for different values of the solar constant. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study a nonlinear parabolic equation and its stationary
version, obtained through a global energy balance for the atmosphere
surface temperature over relatively long time scales. The so-called climate
w xenergy balance models were introduced independently by M. Budyko 9
w xand W. Sellers 21 . This energy balance is expressed in the following
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simple terms:
heat variation s R y R q D ,a e
where R represents the solar energy absorbed by the Earth, R is thea e
energy emitted by the Earth into space, and D is heat diffusion. If we
denote by u the temperature of the Earth surface, then it is natural to
 .  .  .assume that R s QS x b u , where Q is the solar constant, S x is thea
 . insolation function, and b u is the coalbedo function a nondecreasing
 .  .function of u of the type b u s 0.7 if u ) y10 q e , b u s 0.4 if
.u - y10 y e , where e G 0 . The term R is usually also assumed to be ane
increasing function on u and can be expressed according to the Newton
w xcooling law as Bu q C, where B and C are positive constants 9 , or by the
 . 4  . w xStefan]Boltzmann law, R t, x, u s s u where u is in Kelvins 21 .e
 .Assuming for simplicity the heat capacity and the diffusion coefficient to
 .be constant e.g., equal to 1 , we obtain the following energy balance
model:
u y D u q R t , x , u g QS x b u in 0, ` = M , .  .  .  .t p e
P .  u 0, x s u x on M , .  .0
 . `where M , g is a C compact connected oriented two-dimensional Rie-
 2mannian manifold without boundary as, e.g., M s S the unit sphere of
3.  < < py2 .R and D u s div grad u grad u , p G 2, where grad is under-p M M M M
stood in the sense of the Riemannian metric g. Budyko and Sellers
w xconsidered the linear case p s 2, but later, Stone 23 proposed the case
p s 3, to consider the negative feedback in the eddy fluxes. We also
` .assume that S: M ª R, S g L M and that there exists S F S such0 1
 .that 0 - S F S x F S . The coalbedo function will be treated in the0 1
general class of multivalued graphs. More precisely, we shall assume that
2 b is a maximal monotone graph of R such that b is bounded i.e.,
 . .m F b F M for any b g b s for any s g R . We recall that b was
w xassumed to be multi¨ alued at u s y10 by Budyko 9 and b locally
w xLipschitz by Sellers 21 .
The mathematical analysis for this class of problems was carried out by
w xdifferent authors under special formulations and by Dõaz 10 for theÂ
one-dimensional associated model and then generalized by Dõaz and TelloÂ
w x11, 12 to the bidimensional case.
One of the main interests of this kind of model is its simplicity for the
study of the effect of variations on the data mainly on the solar constant
.  w xQ . This study was first carried out for p s 2 see, e.g., 18 and its
.references and more rigorously for the Sellers model on a Riemannian
w x  w x.manifold by Hetzer 15 some related work can be found in 19, 20 . Our
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 .main goal is to extend those results to the quasilinear case p G 2 and to
the more general framework of the coalbedo term b. We start by proving
 .in Section 2 the stabilization of solutions of the evolution problem, when
t ª `, to the solutions of the associated stationary problem. This is proved
w xby using ad hoc arguments inspired by Dõaz and de Thelin 13 . Section 3 isÂ Â
devoted to the study of the number of stationary solutions according to the
parameter Q, when b is not necessarily Lipschitz continuous and p G 2.
We estimate an interval of values for Q where there exist at least three
stationary solutions and other complementary intervals for Q where the
stationary solution is unique. The proofs are based on super-sub solution
techniques combined with the topological index theory. A more precise
w xstudy of the solution set will be made by Arcoya et al. 3 .
2. STABILIZATION OF SOLUTIONS WHEN t ª q`
 .  .In this section we shall assume that R s G u y f t, x . So, probleme
 .P now becomes
u y D u q G u g QS x b u q f t , x in 0, ` = M , .  .  .  .  .t p
P .f  u 0, x s u x on M . .  .0
Here we shall assume that
 .H G: R ª R is a continuous strictly increasing function suchG
 .that G 0 s 0.
 . w xNotice that G s s Bs corresponds to the assumption by Budyko 9 and
 . < < 3 w xG s s B s s to Sellers 21 .
 . 2H b is a bounded maximal monotone graph of R .b
 . ` . .H f g L 0, ` = M .f
w xIn 11, 12 the existence of bounded weak solutions was obtained in the
w . 2 .. p  . `  . .space C 0, ` ; L M l L 0, `; V l L 0, ` = M for initial datal oc
` . <  . < < < ru g L M and under the additional condition G s G B s for some0
r G 1 and B ) 0 as usual, T M represents the tangent bundle, and the
p . p .functional spaces L M and L T M are defined in a standard way; see,
w x.e.g., Aubin 4 . We also assume that
 .H there exists f g V 9 such that` `
tq1
5 5f t , ? y f ? dt ª 0 as t ª `, .  .H V 9`
ty1
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 2 .where V 9 is the dual space of the function space V [ u g L M :
p .4grad u g L T M . To analyze the stabilization of the evolution solu-M
tions, we shall need the following result concerning the global regularity of
 .the solutions on 0, ` :
LEMMA 1. Assume that
u g V l L` M , 1 .  .0
f g L` 0, ` = M l W 1, 1 0, ` ; L1 M 2 .  .  .  . .  .loc
and
­ ftq1
s, ? ds F C , ; t ) 0, 3 .  .H 01 .­ t L Mt
where C is a time-independent constant. Then there exists a weak solution of0
 .P ¨erifyingf
u g L` 0, `; V and u g L2 0, `; L2 M . 4 .  .  . .t
 .  .Proof. Let u be any weak solution of P . Then there exists z g b uf
2 2 ..with z g L 0, T ; L M for any fixed T ) 0, such that u coincides with
the unique solution of the Cauchy problem:
du¡ 2t q Au t 2 h t t g 0, T , in X s L M .  .  .  .  .~ dtP .h
2¢u 0 s u , u g L M . .  .0 0
 .  .  .  . 2 .associated with h t [ QS ? z t, ? q f t, ? g L M , and where A is the
operator defined as
A: D A ;L2 M ª L2 M .  .  .
5 .
u ª yD u q G u , .p
 .  2 .  . 2 .4and D A s u g L M : yD u q G u g L M . It is easy to see thatp
A coincides with the subdifferential of the convex lower semicontinuous
 . 2 .function f : D f ; L M ª R, given by
1¡ p< <=u dA q G u dA u g D f .  .H H~ pf u s 6 .  .M M¢q` u f D f , .
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 . u  .  .  2 . p .where G u s H G s ds and D f [ u g L M , =u g L T M , and0
 . 4 w xH G u dA - q` . Hence, by the abstract results of Brezis 6 , sinceM
` .  .u g V l L M ; D f , we have that the solution u verifies the addi-0
p . .  2 2 ..tional regularity u g L 0, T ; V and that u g L 0, T ; L M , u gt
1, 2 . 2 ...W 0, T ; L M . In what follows we shall improve this regularity,
` .arriving at L 0, `; V . The proof consists of three steps.
5 5 p pStep 1. Let us prove that =u F C with C indepen-L  t, tq1.; L T M .. 0 0
dent of t.
 .Multiplying the equation by u and integrating in t, t q 1 = M , we
obtain
tq1 tq1 tq1p : < <u , u q =u q G u u .H V 9=V H H H Ht
t t M t M
tq1
s QS x zu q fu , . .H H
t M
 .  w x.where z g b u . By a well-known result see 1 ,
1 dtq1 tq1 2 : < <u , u s uH V 9=V H Ht 2 dtt t M
< < 2 < < 2s u t q 1, x y u t , x . .  .H H
M M
This expression is bounded independently of t, since by applying the
` . .comparison principle, we can prove that u g L 0, ` = M . Moreover,
tq1
G u u G 0, .H H
t M
tq1
` `5 5 < < 5 5QS x zu F Q S M M u , .H H L  M . L 0 , `.=M .
t M
tq1 tq1
`5 5 < <f s, x u s, x dA ds F f u dA ds .  .H H L  M .H H
t M t M
5 5 ` < < 5 5 `F f M u .L  M . L 0 , `.=M .
Combining the previous estimates, we have
tq1 p< <=u s, x dA ds F C , 7 .  .H H 0
t M
5 5 `where C is a positive constant that depends only on Q, S, u L 0, `.=M .0
5 5 `and f .L 0, `.=M .
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 .  .Step 2. Now we replace the data u , S x , and f t, x and the graph b0
to have regular enough solutions by smooth approximations. Then, multi-
 .plying the equation by u and integrating on s , t = M with 0 - t y s Ft
1, we obtain
t t t1 d d2 p< < < <u q =u q G u .H H H H H Ht p dt dts M s M s M
t td
s QS x j u q fu , .  .H H H H tdts M s M
where j is the convex function such that ­ j s b. Therefore,
t 12 p< < < <u q =u t q G u t y G u s .  .  . .  .H H H H Ht ps M M M M
1 p< <s =u s q QS x j u t .  .  . .H Hp M M
t
y QS x j u s q fu . 8 .  .  . .H H H t
M s M
` . .From u g L 0, ` = M , we deduce that there exists C ) 0, which is not1
dependent of t , such that
G u t F C , QS x j u t F C ;t . 9 .  .  .  . .  .H H1 1
M M
 .On the other hand, integrating by parts in the last term of 8 and by using
 .3 , we conclude that
t
fu dA dt s f t u t y f s u s dA .  .  .  . .H H Ht
s M M
t
`5 5y f u dA dtFC u . 10 .H H L 0 , `.=M .t 0
s M
 .  .  .Taking into account estimates 9 , 10 in 8 , we get
t 1 12 p p< < < < < <u dA dt F C q =u s dA dt y =u t dA dt , 11 .  .  .H H H Ht 2 p ps M M M
where C is given by2
< < 5 5 ` 5 5 `C s 4C q 2 M f q C u . .L 0 , `.= M . L 0 , `.=M .2 1 0
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 .Step 3. To conclude the proof of 4 , we shall use the following
technical result.
 w x.  .LEMMA Nakao 17 . Let w t G 0 be a function locally bounded such
that
w t q 1 F C w t y w t q 1 q r t t ) 0, 12 .  .  .  .  .
 .where C is a positi¨ e constant and r t ) 0 when t is large enough. Assume
 .  .  .  .that r t s O 1 when t ª `. Then w t s O 1 .
To apply this lemma, we take
1 p< <w t s =u t , x dA .  .Hp M
 .  .  .and r t s C . Let us show that w verifies the hypothesis 12 . From 112
it is easy to see that
tq1 2< <w t q 1 y w s F C q u dA ds, 13 .  .  .H H2 t
t M
 .  .for any s g t, t q 1 . Moreover, from 7 we obtain that if t is large
 .  .enough, there exists t* g t, t q 1 such that w t* F C . Taking s s t* in0
 .  .13 and using the above arguments, the inequality 12 holds.
<  . <So, by the lemma we have w t F C, which is equivalent to u g
` .  . 2 2 ..L 0, `; V ; by 11 this implies that u g L 0, `; L M . Finally, thet
above bound depends only on the data, so the conclusion holds for the
 . weak solution u of P , a limit of such regular approximate solutions. The
.proof of the convergence arguments is standard.
The following theorem proves the stabilization of the solutions u satisfy-
 .  .ing 4 . As usual, let u be a bounded weak solution of P ; we define thef
v-limit set of u by
v u s u g V l L` M : .  . `
' t ª q` such that u t , ? ª u in L2 M . .  . 4n n `
` .THEOREM 1. Let u g L M l V and let u be any bounded weak0
 .solution satisfying 4 . Then
 .  .i v u / B,
 .  .  .ii If u g v u , then ' t ª q`, such that u t q s, ? ª u in` n n `
2 2 ..L y1, 1; L M , and u g V is a weak solution of the stationary problem`
P yD u q G u g QSb u q f in M , .  . .Q p ` ` ` `
 .  .  4  .Ã Ãiii Actually, if u g v u , then ' t ª q`, such that u t , ? ª u` n n `
strongly in V.
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Proof.
 .  .   .4i From 4 , u t , ? is a bounded sequence of V. Since V is a reflexiven
  .4Banach space, we can extract a subsequence u t , ? that convergesn
2 .weakly to ¨ g V. As V is compactly embedded into L M , there exists a
  .4 2 .subsequence u t , ? that converges strongly to a function ¨ in L M .n j
 .  .Therefore, ¨ g v u , and so v u / B.
 .ii The first part comes from the integrability of u . Let u be ant `
 .  .element of v u . So, there exists a sequence t ª ` such that u t , ? ª un n `
2 .in L M . Then, for a.e. x g M ,
1r2
t qs t q1n n 2’< < < <u t q s, x y u t , x s u s , x ds F 2 u ds .  .  .H Hn n t t /t t y1n n
and so
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2 2u t q s y u t F 2 u . .  . L  M . L  t y1, t q1. ; L  M ..n n t n n
2 2 ..Since u g L 0, `; L M ,t
5 5 2 2 2u ª 0 when t ª `. 14 .L  t y1, t q1. ; L  M ..t nn n
 . 2 .  . 5 Finally, since u t q s, ? ª u in L M a.e. s g y1, 1 and u t qn ` n
.5 2 5 5 ` 2s F u , by the Lebesgue convergence theorem we con-L  M . L 0, `; L  M ..
clude that
u t q ?, ? ª u in L2 y1, 1 ; L2 M . .  .  . .n `
 .To prove that u is a solution of P , we consider the test functions` Q
 .  .  . ` .  .¨ t, x s j x w t y t , where j g V l L M and w g D y1, 1 , w G 0,n
H1 w s 1. Theny1
t q1 t q1n n py2< <u jw t y t q =u =u ? =jw t y t .  .H H H Ht n n
t y1 M t y1 Mn n
t q1nq G u jw t y t .  .H H n
t y1 Mn
t q1 t q1n ns Qzjw t y t y f t , x jw t y t .  .  .H H H Hn n
t y1 M t y1 Mn n
z g b u t , x , . .
 .here we have denoted by a ? b the scalar product on T M . Changing
 .  .variables, namely s s t y t and defining U s, x s u t q s, x , we obtainn n n
the a priori estimates
5 5 ` 5 5 ` pU F C , =U F C ,L y1, 1; V . L y1, 1; L T M ..n 1 n 2
5 5 ` `z F C ,L y1, 1; L  M ..n 3
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and thus the following convergences hold:
U © u weakly in Ls y1, 1 ; V ;s ) 1 . .n `
py2 s p< <=U =U © Y weakly in L y1, 1 ; L T M ;s ) 1. .  . .n n
 . Using 14 , and applying Aubin's compactness result see, e.g., Simon
w x. 22 , a well-known property of the maximal monotone graphs see Brezis
w x.7 and Lebesgue's theorem, we get
z © z g b u weakly in Ls y1, 1 = M ;s ) 1 .  . .n ` `
and
G U ª G u in L1 y1, 1 = M . .  .  . .n `
Letting n ª `, we arrive at
1
`Y ? =jw q G u j s QSz j q f j ;j g V l L M . .  .H H H H H` ` `
y1 M M M M
1  .  . < < py2Now the main difficulty is to prove that H Y s, ? w s s =u =u .y1 ` `
Because of the coercivity of the p-Laplacian operator, we obtain the
following inequality:
1 py2 py2< < < <lim =U =U y =x =x ? =u y =x w s dA ds G 0 .  . .H H n n `
nª` y1 M
x g V . 15 .
We arrive at the desired convergence by taking x s u q lj and applying`
 . w xa Minty-type argument to 15 , as in 13 .
 .iii This part also uses the coercivity of the operator and the fact that
1 py2 py2< < < <=U =U y =u =u ? =U y =u w s dA ds ª 0. .  . .H H n n ` ` n `
y1 M
Ã p py2 Ã py2Ã Ã Ã N< <  < < < < .  .The inequality z y z F z z y z z ? z y z ;z , z g R al-
lows us to obtain
1 p< <lim =U y =u w s dA ds s 0, .H H n `
nª` y1 M
 . 1;w g D y1, 1 , w G 0 and H w s 1. This means that there exists ay1
 4  .subsequence s where s g y1, 1 , such thatn ng N n
< < plim =u t q s , ? y =u dA s 0, .H n n `
nª` M
and so we obtain the assertion.
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 .Remark 1. If u is an isolated point of v u , it is easy to see that in`
fact the above convergences hold as t ª q` and not merely for a
 4 .sequence t ª q` . The proof of this convergence is an open problemn
in the remaining cases.
3. MULTIPLICITY OF EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS
 .We consider the problem P obtained in the above section. MoreQ
precisely, we shall deal with the following elliptic quasilinear problem:
P yD u q G u g QS x b u q f x on M . .  .  .  . .Q p `
We assume in this section that
 . ` .  .H S: M ª R, S g L M , S G S x G S ) 0 for some S ) S .S 1 0 1 0
 U .  . <  . <H G satisfies H and lim G s s q`.G G < s < ª`
 . ` . 5 5 `H f g L M and there exist C ) 0 such that y f FL  M .f ` f ``
 .f x F yC a.e. x g M.f
We also assume that
 U .H There exist two real numbers 0 - m - M and e ) 0 such thatb
 .  4  .  .  4b r s m for any r g y`, y10 y e and b r s M for
any
 .r g y10 q e , q` .
 .  .H G y10 y e q C ) 0 andC ff
5 5 `G y10 q e q f S M . L  M .` 0F .
G y10 y e q C S m . f 1
` .  .A function u g V l L M is called a bounded weak solution of P ifQ
` .  .   ..there exists z g L M , z x g b u x a.e. x g M such that
< < py2=u =u ? =¨ dA q G u ¨ dA s QS x z¨ dA q f ¨ dA, .  . .H H H H `
M M M M
for any ¨ g V.
The main result of this section is the following multiplicity theorem.
 .  U .  .  U .THEOREM 2. Let H , H , H , and H be satisfied. Let u , uS G f b m M`
 .be the unique solutions of the problems
P yD u q G u s QS x m q f x on M , .  .  .  .m p `
and
P yD u q G u s QS x M q f x on M , .  .  .  .M p `
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respecti¨ ely. Then
 . i For any Q ) 0 there is a minimal solution u resp. a maximal
.  .solution u of problem P . Moreo¨er, any other solution u must satisfyQ
u F u F u F u F u 16 .m M
and
y1 5 5 ` y1G QS m y f F u F G QS m y C , 17 . .  .L  M .0 ` m 1 f
y1 5 5 ` y1G QS M y f F u F G QS M y C . 18 . .  .L  M .0 ` M 1 f
 .  .ii For any Q there is, at least, a solution u of P that is a globalQ
minimum of the functional
1 p< <J w s =w dA q G w dA y f w dA y QS x j w dA, .  .  .  .H H H H`p M M M M
  . 1 .4on the set K s w g V, G w g L M , where b s ­ j.
 .Moreo¨er, if H holds, and if we defineC f
5 5 `G y10 y e q C G y10 q e q f .  . L  M .f `
Q s Q s 19 .1 2S M S M1 0
5 5 `G y10 y e q C G y10 q e q f .  . L  M .f `
Q s Q s , 20 .3 4S m S m1 0
then
 .  .iii If 0 - Q - Q , then P has a unique solution u s u , u -1 Q m
y10, u is the minimum of J on K, and
y1 5 5 ` 5 5 `G y f F lim inf u .L  M . L  M .`
Qo0
5 5 ` y1F lim sup u F G yC . .L  M . f
Qo0
 .  .iv If Q - Q - Q , then P has at least three solutions, u ,2 3 Q i
i s 1, 2, 3, where u s u , u ) y10, u s u , u - y10, and u G u G1 M 1 2 m 2 1 3
` .u on M. Moreo¨er, u and u are local minima of J on K l L M and, if2 1 2
p ) 2, on K.
 .  .v If Q - Q, then P has a unique solution u s u , u ) y10, u4 Q M
5 5 `is the minimum of J on K, and u ª q` when Q ª q`.L  M .
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 .  .Proof. i Let u be any bounded weak solution of P ; thenQ
QS x m q f x F yD u q G u F QS x M q f x on M . .  .  .  .  .` p `
Since G is strictly increasing, the comparison principle holds for problems
 .  .P and P , and so, necessarily, u F u F u on M. On the otherm M m M
 .  .  .hand, since u resp. u is a subsolution resp. supersolution of P ,m M Q
then the conclusion follows in a standard way from the method of sub- and
 w x.supersolutions see, e.g., 2 .
Finally, it is easy to see that
y1u [ G QS M y C is a supersolution of P , . .1 1 f M
y1 5 5 `u [ G QS M y f is a subsolution of P , . .L  M .1 0 ` M
y1u [ G QS m y C is a supersolution of P , . .2 1 f m
y1 5 5 `u [ G QS m y f is a subsolution of P . . .L  M .2 0 ` m
Since G is strictly increasing, then u F u F u and u F u F u .1 M 1 2 m 2
 . 2ii Since b is a bounded maximal monotone graph of R , its primitive
j is a real continuous function. Thus J is lower semicontinuous for the
 . 5 5weak topology in V and J w ª q` if w ª q`. The conclusion thenV
follows from the Weierstrass argument by using the Lebesgue convergence
theorem.
 .  .iii From assumption H and since 0 - Q - Q , we obtainC 1f
u - y10 y e and u - y10 y e .1 2
Finally, from the comparison u F u F u we conclude that, in this case,m M
 .every bounded weak solution of P is smaller than y10. Thus, u satisfiesQ
yD u q G u s QS x m q f x on M , .  .  .p `
and so u must coincide with the unique solution u of this problem, and by
 .  .  .ii u is the unique global minimum of J on K. Finally, from 16 and
 .17 ,
y1 5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 ` y1G y f F lim inf u F lim sup u F G yC , .  .L  M . L  M . L  M .` f
Qo0 Qo0
 .iv This proof will be divided into several steps. First we shall construct
 .some super- and subsolutions of P proving the existence of, at least, twoQ
 .solutions of P . Later we shall prove the existence of a solution for anQ
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 l.approximate model P by a topological fixed point argument. The proofQ
 l.will end by showing the convergence of the mentioned solution of P toQ
 .a third solution of P .Q
 .First step. Construction of super- and subsolutions of P .Q
 .  .a We fix our attention on supersolutions U of P that are constants,Q
i.e., verifying
P G U g QS b U y C . .  .  .1 1 f
 .  .It is clear that any solution of P is a supersolution of P , since1 Q
 .  .S x F S and f x F yC . From Q ) Q and S - S , we deduce that1 ` f 2 0 1
U [ Gy1 QS M y C ) y10 q e . .1 1 f
 .   ..So U is a solution of P and then a supersolution of P . From1 1 Q
Q - Q ,3
U [ Gy1 QS m y C - y10 y e . .2 1 f
 .   ..So U is a solution of P and then a supersolution of P .2 1 Q
 .  .b Analogously, we can find constant subsolutions V of P verifyingQ
5 5 `P G V g QS b V y f . .  .  . L  M .2 0 `
 .  .We know that every solution of P is a subsolution of P . From2 Q
Q - Q - Q and S - S , we obtain that2 3 0 1
y1 5 5 `V [ G QS M y f ) y10 q e and .L  M .1 0 `
y1 5 5 `V [ G QS m y f - y10 y e .L  M .2 0 `
 .  .are solutions of P , and so they are subsolutions of P .2 Q
So we have constructed two constant subsolutions and two constant
 .supersolutions. It is clear that U ) U and V ) V . Moreover, by H ,1 2 1 2 S
U y V ) 0 and U y V ) 0.1 1 2 2
In conclusion,
V - U - y10 y e - y10 q e - V - U . 21 .2 2 1 1
 .Second step. Existence of solutions of P that do not cross the le¨elQ
u s y10.
From the super- and subsolution method we know the existence of two
 .solutions u , u of the problem P , verifying1 2 Q
V F u x F U on M , .1 1 1
V F u x F U on M . .2 2 2
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 .  .Since u x ) y10 q e on M , u satisfies P , which has a unique1 1 M
 .solution. In fact, every weak solution of P greater than y10 q e is alsoQ
 .  .a solution of P . Then u is the unique solution of P greater thanM 1 Q
 .y10 q e . Analogously, u is the unique solution of P less than2 Q
y10 y e .
Third step. The approximate model. The behavior of b on y10 y
.e , y10 q e is not prescribed, and so b may be multivalued on this
 .interval this is the case of the Budyko model . Let us consider the family
 l.of problems P ,Q
P l yD u q G u s QS x b u q f x on M , .  .  .  . .Q p l `
1 y1  . . where b is the Lipschitz function b s I y I y lb , l ) 0 thel l l
.  U .Yosida approximation of b . Since b verifies H , we get thatb
b is a bounded and nondecreasing function ;l ) 0,l
 .  . w xb s s b s for any s f y10 y e , y10 q e q lM , ;l ) 0,l
 .  .b s ª b s in the sense of maximal monotone graphs when l ª 0l
 w x.see 7 .
 .In the case of b is a Lipschitz function, we take b s b. From 21 therel
 .exists l s l Q such that0 0
V - U - y10 y e - y10 q e q l M - V - U .2 2 0 1 1
 .  .  .  .If l - l , b U s b U and b V s b V for i s 1, 2. So U , U are0 l i i l i i 1 2
 l.  l.supersolutions of P and V , V are subsolutions of P .Q 1 2 Q
 l4Arguing as in the second step, we obtain two families of solutions u1
 l4  l.and u of P for l - l such that2 Q 0
y10qeql M-V F ul F U0 1 1 1
V F ul F U - y10 y e .2 2 2
l  l.Moreover, since u ) y10 q e q l M ) y10 q e q lM and b u s1 0 l 1
 l. l lb u , we deduce that u s u . Analogously, we conclude that u s u if1 1 1 2 2
 l. l l ll - l . To prove that P has a solution u different from u and u , we0 Q 3 1 2
use the following result.
 w x.LEMMA 2 Amann 2 . Let X be a retract of some Banach space E and
let F: X ª X be a compact map. Suppose that X and X are disjoint retracts1 2
of X, and let Y , k s 1, 2 be an open subset of X such that Y ; X .k k k
 .Moreo¨er, suppose that F X ; X and that F has no fixed points onk k
X y Y , k s 1, 2. Then F has at least three distinct fixed points x, x , x withk k 1 2
 .x g X and x g X y X j X .k k 1 2
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We are going to prove that the assumptions of this lemma are satisfied.
 l.Any solution u of the problem P is a fixed point of the equationQ
y1
u s yD q G QS ? b u q f ? . .  .  . . .p l `
` .Let E s L M , which is an ordered Banach space with respect to the
natural ordering, whose positive cone is given by
L` M s ¨ g L` M : ¨ x G 0 a.e. x g M , 4 .  .  .q
whaving a nonempty interior. Let us define the intervals X s V y d , U q2 1
x w x w xd , X s V y d , U q d , and X s V y d , U q d , where d ) l M is1 1 1 2 2 2 0
taken such that V ) y10 q e q d , U ) y10 y e y d . So there exists an1 2
` . lopen set Y of L M containing u for k s 1, 2 such that Y ; X .k k k k
 .  .y1  .  .  .. ` .Let F ¨ [ yD q G QS ? b ¨ q f ? for ¨ g L M . Let usp l `
see that X, X , X , and F verify the assumptions of the lemma:1 2
` .  .1. X, X , and X are retracts of L M resp. X , since they are1 2
` .  .nonempty closed convex subsets of L M resp. X .
 .  .2. F X ; X and F X ; X . Indeed:k k
v w x  . Let ¨ g X s V y d , U q d and F ¨ s yD q2 1 p
.y1  .  .  ..G QS x b ¨ q f x , then`
5 5 `QS m y f F yD F ¨ q G F ¨ F QS M y C . .  . .  .L  M .0 ` p 1 f
By the comparison principle for the operator yD q G, wep
 . w xhave that F ¨ g V , U ; X.2 1
v w xIf ¨ g X s V y d , U q d , then1 1 1
¨ ) y10 q e q l M and b ¨ s M , .0 l
 .  .  .  .so F ¨ is the solution of yD u q G u s QS x M q f x .p `
 .Since U and V are solutions of the problems yD u q G u s1 1 p
 . 5 5 `QS M y C and yD u q G u s QS M y f , respec-L  M .1 f p 0 `
 . w xtively, we have that F ¨ g V , U ; X .1 1 1
v  .Similarly, we can verify that F X ; X .2 2
3. F: X ª X is a compact map. Since N s dim M s 2, we should
consider separately the cases p s 2 and p ) 2. If p s 2, we define the
operators
w x ` 2G: V y d , U q d ; L M ª L M .  .2 1
6¨ QS x b ¨ q f x .  .  .l `
and
y1 2 2yD q G : L M ª H M .  .  .
y1g ª yD q G g , .  .
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2 . ` .which are continuous. Moreover, the embedding H M ; L M is
compact. Then the composition of the two operators is compact, and
 .y1clearly, F s yD q G (G.
In the case p ) 2, we define
w x ` pG: V y d , U q d ;L M ª L M .  .2 1
6¨ QS x b ¨ q f x .  .  .l `
and
y1 p 1, pyD q G : L M ª W M .  . .p
y1
g ª yD q G g , . .p
1, p . ` .which are continuous. Moreover, the embedding W M ; L M is
compact if p ) N s 2. Now we define F as the composition of the above
 .y1operators, F s yD q G (G, and hence F is compact.p
 l. w4. Existence of Y , k s 1, 2. P has a unique solution in X s Vk Q 1 1
x l w xy d , U q d ; in particular, we know that this solution u g V , U , then1 1 1 1
 l .  ` . l`Y s B u , dr2 open ball in the L M topology whose center is u ,1 L  M . 1 1
.  l.and with radius dr2 and it is embedded in X . P has no solution in1 Q
X y Y ; that is, F has no fixed points in X y Y . Analogously, we can1 1 1 1
construct an open set Y in X such that F has no fixed points in2 2
X y Y .2 2
So, by the lemma we conclude that F has at least three fixed points or,
 l. l lequivalently, P has at least three solutions: u g X , u g X , andQ 1 1 2 2
l  .u g X y X j X .3 1 2
Fourth step. Con¨ergence. Our aim now is to obtain a priori estimates
that allow us to prove the convergence of a subsequence of ul to a3
 .solution of P . Taking u as a test function in the weak formulation ofQ l
 l.P , we obtainQ
< < p=u dA q G u u dA s QS x b u u dA q f u dA. .  .  .H H H Hl l l l l l ` l
M M M M
Let us now estimate the term appearing on the right-hand side of the
equation. By using the Holder and Young inequalities, we obtainÈ
QS x b u u dA q f u dA F C .  .H Hl l l ` l 1
M M
for some C ) 0, since by the maximum principle u are uniformly1 l
bounded. Then, by the monotonicity of G,
< < p=u dA F C .H l 1
M
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This leads to the estimate
5 5u F C .Vl 2
 4Since V is a reflexive Banach space, we can extract a subsequence of ul
  4.which we label again by u such thatl
'u g V such that u © u weakly in V .l
2 .From the compact embedding V ; L M ,
u ª u strongly in L2 M . .l
 l.Taking limits in the weak formulation of P , we conclude that u is aQ
 . 2 .solution of P . Indeed, from the convergence u ª u in L M , we haveQ l
G u ¨ dA ª G u ¨ dA. .  .H Hl
M M
Moreover, since
5 5 2 2 2 < <b u F M M , . L  M .l l
  .4 2 .we obtain that b u is bounded in L M , and so there exists z gl l
2 .L M such that
b u © z weakly in L2 M . .  .l l
Since b ª b in the sense of maximal monotone graphs, we deduce that,l
 .  w x.necessarily, z g b u see, e.g., 5 .
To prove that
< < py2 < < py2 p9=u =u © =u =u in L T M , .l l
we consider the estimate
 .py1 rp
prpy1py2 py1
p95 < < 5 < <=u =u s =u dA .L T M . Hl l l /M
 .py1 rp
p< <s =u dA F C .H l 3 /M
 .Hence there exists a subsequence of u which we label again as u suchl l
that
< < py2 p9=u =u © Y weakly in L T M . .l l
< < py2Arguing as in the above section, we conclude that Y s =u =u.
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 .Fifth step. Existence of a third solution of P if b is not Lipschitz.Q
 l4  l4  l4In the last step we have constructed three families u , u and u of1 2 3
 l. 2 .  .solutions of P converging in L M to u , u , and u solutions of P .Q 1 2 3 Q
We recall that u ) y10 ) u . Now our purpose is to prove that, in fact,1 2
ul converges uniformly on M to u . Let z be the same as in the last step,3 3
 .  .that is, b u © z g b u ; then taking u y u as a test function in thel l l
 l.  .weak formulation of P and P , we obtainQ Q
< < py2 < < py2=u =u y =u =u ? =u y =u dA . .H l l l
M
q G u y G u u y u dA .  .  . .H l l
M
s QS x b u y z u y u dA. .  .  . .H l l l
M
 < < py2 < < py2 .  . < < pBy the inequality j j y h h ? j y h G j y h for any j , h g
T M and the Holder inequality, we see thatÈ
< < p=u y =u dA q G u y G u u y u dA .  .  . .H Hl l l
M M
5 5 2 5 5 2F QS b u y z u y u . 22 .  .L  M . L  M .1 l l l
 .Taking limits when l ª 0 in 22 , we arrive at
5 5 plim =u y =u s 0.L T M .l
lª0
 .If p ) 2, then V ; C M with continuous embedding and
5 5 `lim u y u s 0.L  M .l
lª0
q .If p s 2, then V ; L M for any q - q` with continuous embedding
and
5 5 qlim u y u s 0.L  M .l
lª0
Nevertheless, we can still obtain uniform convergence because in fact, by
2 . 2 .regularity, u g H M and u g H M . Then, using the continuousl
2 .  .embedding H M ; C M , we conclude that
5 5 `lim u y u s 0 ;p G 2.L  M .l
lª0
Now we have that
ul ª u in L` M , for i s 1, 2, 3. .i i
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Then, for any l - l , there exists a open set V ; M such that0 l
l w xu ; y10 y e , y10 q e q l M . 23 .3 0< V l
Let us suppose, on the contrary, that u s u . From ul ª u uniformly1 3 3 3
and u ) y10 q e , there exists e such that ;e - e , ue ) y10 q e ,1 0 1 1 3 0
 .which is a contradiction to 23 . Analogously, we prove that u is different3
from u . In particular, u necessarily crosses the level y10.2 3
To show that the solutions u ) y10 and u - y10 are local minima1 2
` . of the functional J, we assume first that p ) 2. Since V ; L M recall
.that M is a bidimensional manifold , there exists d ) 0 such that if w g V
and
5 5 1 , pw y u - d ,W  M .1
 .then w x - y10 for a.e. x g M , since
5 5 `w y u - CdL  M .1
 .  U .for some C only dependent on M . In that case, from assumption H ,b
 .  .u is the unique solution of P , and so u is the unique minimum of1 M 1
the convex functional
1 p< <J w s =w dA q G w dA y f q QS x M w dA .  .  . .H H H1 `p M M M
on V. But
J s J1 < <B u . B u .d 1 d 1
  . .here B u denotes the open ball in V centered at u and radius d . Sod 1 1
 .u is the unique minimum of J on B u . The case of u is similar. When1 d 1 2
p s 2, the result follows by taking a small enough ball centered at u ,i
` .i s 1, 2, in K l L M , with the norm
A A 5 5 p 5 5 `w s =w q w .L T M . L  M .
 .  .  .  . 5 5 `v It is analogous to the proof of i . From 16 and 18 , u ª q`L  M .
when Q ª `.
 .COROLLARY 1. Let R u s Bu q C ande
M if u ) y10¡~w xm , M if u s y10b u s . ¢m if u - y10,
y10B q C ) 0 and S rS F Mrm. Then we ha¨e1 0
 .  .  .i If 0 - Q - y10B q C rS M, then P has a unique solution.1 Q
 .  .  .  .ii If y10B q C rS M - Q - y10B q C rS m, then P has0 1 Q
at least three solutions.
 .  .  .iii If y10B q C rS m - Q, then P has a unique solution.0 Q
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w xRemark 2. As noted in 16 , the uniqueness of solutions for Q small
 U .  .and Q large still holds if conditions H and H are replaced byb G
1 1  4G g C R , b g C R y y10 , .  .
 4m F b r F M ; r g R y y10 , .
G9 r . w xinf , r g U, y10 y e ) 0 24 . 5b9 r .
y1 5 5 ` .where U [ G y f .L  M .`
G9 r .
inf , r g y10 q e , q` ) 0. 25.  . 5b9 r .
Indeed, if Q is small enough, we can construct a supersolution showing
that any possible solution u satisfies U F u F y10 y e on M. Then any
solution u must satisfy
yD u q F x , u s f x 26 .  .  .p `
where
F x , u [ G u y QS x b u . .  .  .  .
 .  .From assumption 24 we conclude that F x, u is a strictly increasing
w xfunction on U, y10 y e , for a.e. x g M , which implies the uniqueness of
 .  .solutions for 26 . Assumption 25 leads to a similar conclusion when Q is
large enough.
Remark 3. The variational arguments of Theorem 2 still can be applied
to the generalisation mentioned in Remark 2. When p s 2, the conclusion
 .that u i s 1, 2 are minima of J on K can be obtained when we replacei
M by an open bounded set V and we add zero boundary Dirichlet
w xconditions. In that case, an easy modification of the arguments of 8 leads
 1, a  .to the conclusion notice that u g C M , i s 1, 2, although b may bei
` . .multivalued, since f g L M and b is bounded .`
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